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Basic Info

Lone Hunter is a dramatic short film based on a true story, directed by Pascal Leister, written by Tom Choi (Teen
Wolf, Minority Report) and produced by John Heinsen, Choi and Leister in association with the Gun Violence
Survivor’s Foundation. Lone Hunter portrays the story of Lee (Tom Choi), an Asian American man, who under
pressures from his domestic situation finally cracks in the face of blatant racism. Things turn sour when Lee, on a
deer hunt, is confronted by a group of locals. In an instant, when feeling threatened, Lee shoots and kills almost
everyone in the mostly unarmed group. Lone Hunter recounts deadly events that occurred on a private hunting
ground in Wisconsin in 2004.
For a private screening link, please contact pascal@lodestarfilms.com.

Technical Info

Length:
Shooting Format:
Aspect Ratio:
Exhibition Format:

16 mins.
1080p HD
1:2.35
.Mov Files, DVD, DCP, Blue Ray

Contact

Pascal Leister
pascal@lodestarfilms.com
++1.323.464.6661
@pascalleister

Social

facebook: lonehuntershort
twitter: @lonehunter

Logline

Short Synopsis

Based on a true story. Lone Hunter is a dramatic social thriller
about gun violence and racism.

Lone Hunter follows Lee, a down on his luck Asian American man. Wanting to
escape the pressures of his domestic situation, Lee decides to enjoy his favorite past
time - hunting.
When Lee is about to load his truck, he notices racist graffiti spray painted on his car.
Trying to calm down, Lee continues and enters the tranquil woods, where he is
confronted by a group of Caucasian American hunters. Lee takes drastic and
devastating measures, allegedly to protect himself.

Medium Synopsis

Lee, a down on his luck Asian-American hunter, cleans his rifle in preparation for a day
of hunting. After an explosive confrontation with his wife in their kitchen over bills and
his unemployment, Lee goes out to his truck to find that vandals have written 'GOOK'
across the back of the lift-gate. On his way to the hunting grounds, Lee stops by a
market to wash off the graffiti. Here he encounters three intimidating Caucasian
hunters, who mock him.
Finally, Lee gets to relax and do what he loves best: hunting. But his peace is broken
up when he trespasses onto private property. Confronted with racist taunts by the
property owner and his friends, a frightened Lee takes drastic measures to escape the
situation and kills almost everyone in the other party.
Lee makes it back to his car, only to encounter his best friend, who has some
encouraging news, but, tragically, all too late.

Filmmaker Statements

Pascal Leister (Director): "As a filmmaker I was initially drawn to the unusual turn in
this polarizing story that doesn't follow traditional expectations. I am particularly
proud of how the lead actors portrayed the extremely devastating subject matter in
such nuanced and layered performances.”
Tom Choi (Writer, Actor, Producer): "Growing up Korean-America in Iowa, with a
dad who was a hunter, I feel deeply connected to this story.”
John Heinsen (Producer): "We had no idea when we produced this film, that events
like Ferguson would thrust these uncomfortable issues to the forefront of American

Filmmaker Bios

Pascal Leister, Director:
Pascal directs commercials, short films and web-videos. His shorts have traveled the
international festival circuit. Pascal is currently preparing for his first feature. He grew
up in the Black Forest in Germany and graduated from FU-Berlin and AFI in Los
Angeles.
www.pascalleister.com
@pascalleister
pascal@lodestarfilms.com
Tom Choi, Actor, Writer, Producer:
Tom Choi was born in Taegu, South Korea and moved to Des Moines, Iowa when he
was four years old. He graduated from The University of Washington with a
bachelor's degree in Drama. Tom has appeared in many movies, TV shows and
commercials. More info on Tom here:www.imdb.com/name/nm1059827/
t:@tomtchoi
tomtchoi@gmail.com
John Heinsen, Producer:
John and his company Bunnygraph Entertainment work with writers, talent, and
technologists to create serialized formats for television, interactive/web and mobile
platforms in what he calls “Storytelling through Advanced Content”.
t:@bunnygraph
john.heinsen@bunnygraph.com

Key Crew

Director:
Writer:
Producers:

Pascal Leister
Tom T. Choi
Pascal Leister, Tom T. Choi, John D. Heinsen

DoP:
Tom Lembcke
Prod Design: Mika Davis
Composer: Walter Werzowa

Cast

Festivals

Awards

Tom T. Choi

- Lee

Colin Walker

- Teddy

Alex Skuby

- Roy

Jonathan Cahill

- Jerry

Genevieve Lee

- Annie

Greg Baldwin

- Mike

Timothy Davis

- Brian

Los Angeles Asian Pacific Film Festival - World Premiere
Cannes International Film Festival - Short Film Corner
Bucheon Fantastical Film Festival - Korea Premiere
Hof International Film Festival - European Premiere
Asian Americans in Media Film Festival
Milledgeville Film Festival
Best Short - Milledgeville Film Festival
Nominee - Best Drama - Milledgeville Film Festival
Nominee - Best Actor - Milledgeville Film Festival
Honorable Mention - SaMo Indie Fest
Nominee - Tom Choi, Best Actor - Maverick Movie Awards
Nominee - Pascal Leister, Best Editing - Maverick Movie Awards
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Tom Choi - Lee
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